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Education in the 21st Century

Introduction

Welcome to the eleventh edition of the Evolve Alliance research journal. 

As we are all aware, this year so far has proven to be very challenging for everybody, 
regardless of who they are and what they do. Education in particular has faced its 
own challenges, remaining open throughout a national lockdown and for schools to 
plan for this within a very short time frame. Difficult though it is, we have to see the 
Covid-19 pandemic both as something to be tackled in the short-term and as a vital 
opportunity to rethink much of what we do. The challenges ahead are far too great 
to be left to experts or politicians to decide our way forward. COVID-19 has the 
potential to radically reshape our world, but we must not passively sit back and 
observe what plays out. Decisions made today in the context of COVID-19 will have 

long-term consequences for the futures of education and our young people. We as educators need to rethink what 
education could be in order to prepare our young learners for what a very different future will hold.
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Three things to 
support the 
curriculum

There are plenty of things we 
can do to develop the 
curriculum. However, there are 
some things that are likely to 
have greater impact on pupils’ 
learning. In order to work out 
what might have greater impact 
it is helpful to draw on cognitive 
science, which can provide some 
helpful pointers. Research 
evidence needs to be treated 
with caution: it is not a three-
line whip but rather provides us 
with information about what is 
likely to make most difference 
to pupils’ long-term learning. 

The first insight 
we might draw on 
is that we like 
doing things that 
are difficult and 
that we are 
prepared to put 
effort into 
material and ideas 
that challenge us. 
However, we are 
only prepared to 
do this if we are 
working in 
conditions of high 
challenge, 
accompanied by 
low threat. In 
other words, we 
need to be 
working in 
classrooms where 
it is ok to get 
things wrong, it is ok not to know. Professor Dan Willingham has 
argued that ‘human beings are curious, but that thinking is hard’. 
What we can take from this is that if we make things too easy for 
too many of our pupils, the learning is likely not to be secure.
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Back on Track, fewer things, greater depth … Mary Myatt

Mary Myatt is an education adviser, 
writer and speaker. She works in 
schools talking to pupils, teachers and 
leaders about learning, leadership and 
the curriculum. She maintains that 
there are no quick fixes and that great 
outcomes for pupils are not achieved 
through tick boxes. She writes and 
s p e a k s a t c o n f e r e n c e s a b o u t 
leadership, curriculum and school 
improvement. 
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What follows from this is that we should consider offering our 
pupils texts and materials above their pay grade. For example, 
in history, Richard Kennett, a senior leader in a school in 
Bristol, when teaching about the Norman Conquest provides 
pupils in Year 7 with extracts from Marc Morris’ book. Their 
homework task is to read the extracts and answer the 
questions. However, they are not to worry if they can’t answer 
them all, because this is difficult work. What happens as a result 
of being given this demanding work? All the pupils, some with a 
reading age below ten, were able to access the work and offer 
answers. When asked why the class were being given 
demanding texts, Richard’s response was that in class they were 
reading and discussing extracts from Simon Schama’s account 
of the Norman Conquest. His intention was to show the class 
that while there might be historical events, historians disagree 
about the significance and impact of those events. What 
happened here, was that taking pupils into the disciplinary 
discourse normally reserved for A Level students it becomes 
apparent that they are able to access it. Similarly, in primary, 
Ashley Booth, in reading Maya Angelou’s ‘The Caged Bird Sings’ 
a low prior attaining child is able to make sophisticated 
connections between the captive bird and conditions for some 
communities during the time of segregation in the United 
States.

The second helpful insight from the cognitive science is that 
‘our brains privilege story.’  This, from Professor Steven Pinker 
‘Cognitive psychology has shown that the mind best 
understands facts when they are woven into a conceptual 
fabric, such as a narrative, mental map, or intuitive theory. 
Disconnected facts in the mind are like unlinked pages on the 
Web: They might as well not exist.’ 

We also find this 
insight from Dan 

Willingham who 
argues that 

we know 
more, and 
we 
remember 
more if we 
have heard 
something 

in a story. 
And this could 

be a novel, 
personal account and 

high-quality non-fiction. 
Mark Enser has written about 

how we need to ‘Tell it like a story if 
we want children to learn’. 

There are a number of reasons for using a text 
as the basis for a unit or topic. 

• It is an efficient way of conveying a lot of 
information and information is important 
because we cannot reason, or problem solve 
without foundational knowledge. A text is 
the most effective way of doing this.

• A carefully chosen text will provide the 
hinterland and background context for what 
is being studied.

• The written word is denser than everyday 
talk. It takes effort, in a good way, to unpack 
this. A text puts appropriate cognitive load 
onto pupils.

• Texts contain tier two and tier three 
vocabulary. These are the words of the 
academic disciplines and subject specific 
domains. They are the keys to scholarship. If 
we aren’t using them in classroom talk, our 
pupils will not have access to them. The 
paradox is that using a text will up level 
classroom talk when the big words and 
concepts are highlighted and discussed in 
advance of the text or discussed during the 
reading of the text or unpacked later. The 
text provides the vehicle for increasing the 
demand and level of challenge within 
classrooms.

• A carefully chosen text is a reflection of the 
domain from which it comes. It is likely to 
have expert knowledge underpinning it - and 
this can be critiqued and debated. This 
quality of source material cannot be 
underestimated. It overcomes one of the 
main problems with downloading resources 
from the internet - many of which are 
superficial, often incorrect and have 
‘gobbetised’ and ‘bastardised’ 
the original knowledge has 
to be downright 
dishonest. So, this is a 
call to honesty and 
integrity.
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The third insight from cognitive psychology which is 
helpful for thinking about the way we plan the 
curriculum is the importance of concepts. These act as 
‘holding baskets’ for lots 
of information. When a 
child understands a 
concept, new 
knowledge relating to 
that concept becomes 
‘stickier’. 

If we want our 
curriculum plans to be 
coherent, they need to 
have a rationale, 
otherwise they are just 
random things we 
expect pupils to learn. 
One of the most 
efficient ways to secure 
coherence is to identify 
the concepts. This is 
because they provide 
the threads of a 
journey through the 
content matter. They 
signpost the underlying 
structures. They are 
laden with meaning. 
They are very efficient. 
And yet they are also 
able to expand. 

Concepts provide the schema through which meaning is 
made and connections are formed. They reach back into 
the past - where have we met this idea before? And they 
stretch to the future as we consider how new 
information links to our previous understanding. Paying 
attention to concepts means that we are developing the 
intellectual architecture for meaning and for 
strengthening memory over time. 

The second reason why concepts are important is the 
effect that they have on learning. Identifying the big ideas 
helps pupils to make sense of what they are being 
taught. Instead of random lists of stuff to be learnt, the 
concept acts as an expandable portmanteau which 
enables a child both to draw on prior knowledge and to 
include new knowledge. The identification and explicit 
teaching of concepts will help pupils to make rich 
connections and will support them in identifying new 
concepts over time. As we identify concepts, and then 
start building new information relating to those 
concepts we are providing a rich picture for pupils. 
Concepts need to be the driver for learning. Given that 
we cannot teach everything, Daniel Willingham argues 
that pupils should learn the concepts that come up 
again and again – ‘the unifying ideas of each discipline.’ 

So where might we find the concepts and the big ideas?  
A starting point in England are the national curriculum 
documents. There is a tendency to go straight to the 

detail of what needs to be 
taught. However, each of the 
subjects within the national 
curriculum has an importance 
statement - namely the reason 
why this subject has a place 
within the curriculum and why 
pupils should be taught the 
subject. There are summaries 
of the national curriculum 
documents and links to 
resources on Mary Myatt’s 
website.

Mary Myatt
February 2021
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It is a truth, universally acknowledged, that a teacher in search of improvement, must be 
in want of ‘the’ book. Many in the past have claimed they have ownership or experience 
of ‘the’ book. It is the one that changes the way they think and teach. I do not wish to 
malign the authors of said books or the people that read them. Though useful to an 
extent, none had the impact and the guidance I was looking for. This was until a cold 
Thursday in January when a slim, unassuming volume was pushed surreptitiously over the 
desk towards me. I was told (in no uncertain terms) to read it.

It stayed in my work bag for a week. A week that really was too long. So, at home I 
turned to the cover and glanced over the endorsement and the foreword and 
commenced reading. Something strange happened around four pages in, I stopped 
reading. Got up from the sofa, book in hand, climbed the stairs and sat down in the study 
at my desk. (I call it a study, it’s a box room with a table from Ikea and a swivel chair.) I 
needed to grab a highlighter, pen and those little sticky note things that draw your 
attention to a specific page. 

Then an ever-stranger thing happened.  I was at the end of the book. It helped me to 
realise two things. One there was never a book that would be ‘the’ book, but this was 

pretty damn close. Two, I needed to revaluate my thoughts towards curriculum, not just to redo the same old planning and 
lessons, simply changing the book title, sticking information on a newly formatted slide and calling it a day. I do not like the 
use of hyperbole, those increasingly meaningless statements that claim, “X changed my life!” With that in mind this book has 
changed my perspective on the reason I choose to teach and what I choose to teach. It has been both a humbling and a 
formative experience. 

Enough of the preamble (apologies I am an English teacher and I see the narrative as all important!):
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Research Corner:
What Thomas McDermott has been reading:

Seeing the Wood for the Trees:  A Review of Mary Myatt’s 
Back on Track (Fewer Things in Greater Depth)

Back on Track, Fewer Things in Greater Depth. 

From the beginning, the book puts forward a critical idea (one that I needed to work on); that of professional candour. A 
pragmatic balance of caring personally for others and challenging directly. It must be this way round. These two elements 
provide a significant foundation to improvement. If this simple premise is not adhered to then environments become toxic 
and unworkable. Change will not happen. Now, onto improving the curriculum.

This book sets out some basic tenants of planning a successful curriculum. This all begins with some simple concepts. Your 
core purpose and what gets in the way of that core purpose. Mary is perfectly honest at this stage in revealing this is not 
simply trotting out a motto but seriously thinking about the School’s / Academy’s/ Trust’s moral purpose. This takes time and 
thought. It is not a simple I want everyone to reach their potential (I am not of course saying this is a bad moral purpose but 
lacks refinement). I will offer my own as an example: 

‘To give all a passion for constant learning so that we all exceed challenges and meet 
the goals we are not even aware of yet.’

Journal 11 / March 2021
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Upon reflection of the above statement, I realised that there was much work to do on the current curriculum offer. The five-
year learning journey needed a new path. I had seemingly failed at the first step. Fortunately, this book gave me permission to 
stop and really to think and begin to ‘remove those activities that do not add value to a pupils’ learning’. The first realisation I 
took in meeting this goal was to speak to members of the team one to one and ask this question: What do we currently do 
that has no impact on student learning? The answers to that... can wait for another time.

Myatt continues in similar fashion throughout the text, simply stating considerations that need to be taken to provide the 
best of educational experiences for students in the classroom; thinking about the rationale behind processes and if they add 
to a student's progress. If they do not, do they need to be removed? Do they need to be altered? What is best for the young 
people we serve?

As with our own practise and development, there is no linear line regarding progress. Myatt points out that students, when 
asked, actually want demanding work. We need to step outside the comfortable bubble of weariness by worksheet. Give 
students challenging work, quality resources and scaffolding to support their understanding. This is teaching. I will add my own 
voice to champion this cause: progress is not a product of task completion but quality work that is challenging. Have high 
expectations of all students, regardless of ability, give them ambitious work to do.

I will stop recanting the book, I will not do it justice, there is a simple message I will give you. Donate yourself some time, an 
evening an afternoon whenever it is. Pick up this book and read it, crease the corners of the pages that resonate with you. 
This book gives you a path and simple guidance to design a new curriculum. It gives you the tools to be brave and provide an 
education that is worthy of the children and communities we serve.

In summary, what have I taken from this book?

• I have dropped preconceived ideas of what an English curriculum ‘should be’

• I ask myself why? Why is this book right? Why are these resources good?

      Why are students completing this learning?

• What can be removed? What serves no real purpose to student progress?

• Be ambitious for all learners, give them all challenge

• NEVER DOWNLOAD A RUBBISH WORKSHEET AGAIN 

1. For further guidance on constructing a moral purpose see Simon Sinnek Find Your Why
 2. Myatt, Back on Track (2020) p20

Journal 11 / March 2021
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The world has seen a growing disconnect between the infinite 
growth imperative and the finite resources of our planet; 
between the financial economy and the real economy; between 
the wealthy and the poor; between the concept of our gross 
domestic product and the well-being of people; between 
technology and social needs; and between governance and the 
perceived voicelessness of people. 

No one should hold education responsible for all of this, but 
neither should anyone underestimate the role that the 
knowledge, skills, attitudes and values of people play in social and 
economic development and in shaping the cultural context. While 
digital technologies and globalisation have disruptive implications 
for our economic and social structure, those implications are not 
predetermined. It is the nature of our collective responses to 
these disruptions that determines their outcomes – the 
continuous interplay between the technological frontier and the 
cultural, social, institutional and economic agents that we 
mobilise in response. 

In this world, education is no longer just about teaching students 
something, but about helping them develop a reliable compass 
and the tools to navigate with confidence through an increasingly 
complex, volatile and uncertain world. Success in education today 
is about identity, it is about agency and it is about purpose. It is 
about building curiosity – opening minds, it is about compassion 
–opening hearts, and it is about courage, mobilising our cognitive, 
social and emotional resources to take action. And those are also 
our best weapon against the biggest threats of our times - 
ignorance – the closed mind, hate – the closed heart, and fear – 
the enemy of agency.

The kind of things that are easy to teach and test have become 
easy to digitize and automate. We know how to educate second-
class robots, people who are good at repeating what we tell 
them. In this age of accelerations and artificial intelligence, we 
need to think harder about what makes us human. The future is 
about pairing the artificial intelligence of computers with the 
cognitive, social and emotional skills and values of human beings.

Even a construct as basic as literacy has fundamentally changed. 
In the 20th century, literacy was about extracting and processing 
pre-coded information; in the 21st century, it is about 
constructing and validating knowledge. In the past, teachers could 
tell students to look up information in an encyclopaedia, and to 
rely on that information as accurate and true. Nowadays, Google 
presents them with millions of answers, and nobody tells them 
what’s right or wrong and true or not true. The more knowledge 
technology allows us to search and access, the more important 
becomes deep understanding and the capacity to navigate 
ambiguity, to triangulate viewpoints, and to make sense out of 
content. Contrast that with the finding from the PISA 2018 
assessment of reading literacy where, on average across OECD 
countries, just 9% of 15-year-old students were able to 
distinguish facts from opinion when the cues were implicit. True, 
this figure was up from 7% in 2000, but meanwhile the demand 
for literacy skills had hanged entirely. 

Andreas Schleicher is Director for Education and Skills 
at the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD). He initiated and oversees the 
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) 
and other international instruments that have created a 
global platform for policy-makers, researchers and 
educators across nations and cultures to innovate and 
transform educational policies and practices. 

He has worked for over 20 years with ministers and 
education leaders around the world to improve quality 
and equity in education. Former U.S. Secretary of 
Education Arne Duncan said that Schleicher 
“understands the global issues and challenges as well as 
or better than anyone I’ve met, and he tells me the 
truth” (The Atlantic, July 11). Former UK Secretary of 
State Michael Gove called Schleicher “the most 
important man in English education” – even though he is 
German and lives in France. 

Before joining the OECD, he was Director for Analysis 
at the International Association for Educational 
Achievement (IEA). He studied Physics in Germany and 
received a degree in Mathematics and Statistics in 
Australia. He is the recipient of numerous honours and 
awards, including the “Theodor Heuss” prize, awarded in 
the name of the first president of the Federal Republic 
of Germany for “exemplary democratic engagement”. 
He holds an honorary Professorship at the University of 
Heidelberg. 

The backdrop to 21st-century education is our endangered 
environment. Growing populations, resource depletion and 
climate change compel all of us to think about sustainability 
and the needs of future generations. At the same time, the 
interaction between technology and globalisation has 
created new challenges and new opportunities. 

Globalisation and digitalisation have connected people, cities, 
countries and continents in ways that vastly increase our 
individual and collective potential. But the same forces have 
also made the world more volatile, more complex, more 
uncertain and more ambiguous.
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The fact that advancements in literacy skills have fallen 
sharply behind the evolution of the nature of information 
has profound consequences in a world where virality seems 
sometimes privileged over quality in the distribution of 
information. In the “post-truth” climate in which we now 
find ourselves, assertions that “feel right” but have no basis 
in fact become accepted as fact. Algorithms that sort us 
into groups of like-minded individuals create social media 
echo chambers that amplify our views, and leave us 
insulated from opposing arguments that may alter our 
beliefs. These virtual bubbles homogenise opinions and 
polarise our societies; and they can have a significant – and 
adverse – impact on democratic processes. Those 
algorithms are not a design flaw; they are how social media 
work. There is scarcity of attention, but an abundance of 
information. We are living in this digital bazaar where 
anything that is not build for the network age is cracking 
apart under its pressure. 

The conventional approach in school is often to break 
problems down into manageable bits and pieces and then 
to teach students how to solve these bits and pieces. But 
modern societies create value by synthesising different 
fields of knowledge, making connections between ideas that 
previously seemed unrelated, connecting the dots where 
the next innovation will come from. 

In the past, schools were technological islands, with 
technology often limited to supporting and conserving 
existing practices, and students outpacing schools in their 
adoption of technology. Now schools need to use the 
potential of technologies to liberate learning from past 
conventions and connect learners in new and powerful 
ways, with sources of knowledge, with innovative 
applications and with one another. 

The past was also divided – with teachers and content 
divided by subjects and students separated by expectations 
of their future career prospects; 
with schools designed to keep 
students inside, and the rest of 
the world outside; with a lack of 
engagement with families and a 
reluctance to partner with other 
schools. The future needs to be 
integrated – with an emphasis on 
the inter-relation of subjects and 
the integration of students. 

In today’s schools, students 
typically learn individually and at 
the end of the school year, we 
certify their individual 
achievements. But the more 
interdependent the world 
becomes, the more we need 
great collaborators and 
orchestrators. We can see during 
this pandemic how the well-being 
of countries depends increasingly 
on people’s capacity to take 
collective action. 

Schools need to help students learn to be autonomous in 
their thinking and develop an identity that is aware of the 
pluralism of modern living. This is important. At work, at home 
and in the community, people will need a broad understanding 
of how others live, in different cultures and traditions, and 
how others think, whether as scientists or as artists.

The foundations for this don’t all come naturally. We are all 
born with “bonding social capital”, a sense of belonging to our 
family or other people with shared experiences, common 
purposes or pursuits. But it requires deliberate and 
continuous efforts to create the kind of “bridging social 
capital” through which we can share experiences, ideas and 
innovation with others, and increase our radius of trust to 
strangers and institutions.

These considerations led PISA, the global standard for 
measuring the quality of educational outcomes, to include 
‘global competence’ in its latest evaluation of 66 school 
systems. To do well on this assessment, students had to 
demonstrate that they can combine knowledge about the 
world with critical reasoning, and that they were able to adapt 
their behaviour and communication to interact with 
individuals from different traditions and cultures. 

It is perhaps no surprise that countries doing generally well in 
education also tended to show higher levels of global 
competence: Students in Singapore and Canada, who do well 
on the PISA subject matter tests, also came out on top in 
global competence. What is more interesting is that a country 
like Colombia, where students often struggle with reading, 
math and science tasks, does far better on global competence 
than predicted by its reading, math and science scores. Also 
Scotland, Spain, Israel, Panama, Greece, Croatia, Costa Rica and 
Morocco did better than expected. In turn, students in Korea 
and the Russian Federation did less well than predicted. 

Countries also vary in the extent to which their students are 
resilient and open to the future. Vietnam, a country where 
students excel on the PISA math test, had the smallest share 
of students feeling confident to deal with unusual situations, 
that they can change their behaviour to meet the needs of 
new situations, or that they can adapt to different situations 

even when under pressure. In turn, Mexican 
students, who perform poorly in 
mathematics, were not afraid to navigate 
ambiguity and manage uncertainty. All this 
shows that some capabilities and attitudes 
that are key for success in our times don’t 
come automatically as a by-product of 
academic success. Equally important, these 
outcomes relate closely to what happens in 
schools and classrooms. 

Finally, while most school systems have done 
well in closing gender gaps in key school 
subjects, global competence may have slipped 
through policy attention. Girls seem to have 
much greater openness to understand 
different perspectives, greater respect for 
and interest in learning about other cultures, 
and more positive attitudes towards 
immigrants. On the other hand, boys seem 
often more likely to show greater resilience 
and cognitive adaptability than girls.
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Again, these differences don’t fall from the sky but are mirrored by differences in what boys and girls do: Boys were more likely to 
learn about the interconnectedness of countries’ economies, look for news on the Internet or watch the news together during 
class.  They were also more likely to be invited by their teachers to give their personal opinion about international news, to 
participate in classroom discussions about world events and to analyse global issues together with their classmates. In contrast, 
girls were more likely than boys to learn how to solve conflicts with their peers in the classroom, learn about different cultures 
and learn how people from different 
cultures can have different perspectives on 
some issues. 

These findings show how education can 
make a difference. Preparing students for 
an interconnected world starts with a 
curriculum that is open to the world. The 
findings from PISA show large differences 
between countries in the extent to which 
global issues such as public health, climate 
change, poverty, migration or conflicts, as 
well as issues around intercultural 
understanding are covered in the 
curriculum. their engagement in these 
issues.  For example, where the causes of 
poverty were discussed more, students 
were more aware about issues around 
migration and the movement of people. 
And it’s not just about what teachers say, 
but also how they interact: The results 
showed consistent negative associations 
between students’ perceptions of 
discrimination in their school and 
students’ own perspective taking, respect 
for people from other cultures and 
attitudes towards immigrants and 
awareness. For example, students who 
perceived discrimination by their teachers 
towards particular groups, such as 
immigrants and people from other cultural 
backgrounds, exhibited similar negative 
attitudes. 

These findings from the world’s first 
assessment of global competence highlight 
that public policy can make a real 
difference to prepare the next generation 
for an interconnected world: The schools 
and education systems that were most 
successful in fostering global knowledge, 
skills and attitudes among their students 
were those that offer a curriculum that 
values openness to the world, provide a 
positive and inclusive learning 
environment, offer opportunities to relate 
to people from other cultures and have 
teachers who are prepared for teaching 
global competence. 

Getting this right is important. The global 
competence of our youths today may 
shape our future as profoundly as their 
reading, math and science skills. Not least, 
it will be the societies that value bridging 
social capital and pluralism most that can 
draw on the best talent from anywhere 
and nurture creativity and innovation. 
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Why Leaders Need To Be More Compassionate and Benevolent … 
Dr Benjamin Laker 

(Published article written for Forbes - March 2021)

Organizations worldwide are shifting their cultures because the pandemic has accelerated and 
amplified trends already present, such as a need for purpose-driven leadership and an increasingly 

meaningful connection with consumers, which is, according to Deloitte, noticeable with younger 
generations. 

Given their proximity to Gen-Z, Universities, particularly those who promote an ethos of service, cater toward this 
growing desire for less material perspectives. Andrew Godley, Director of Henley Business School’s Centre for 
Entrepreneurship, is an expert on this matter, and is convinced that developing strong communities is vital. “Business 
schools that can articulate their values and build their learner communities around these values will thrive as they tap 
into the willingness among the young to commit to strong and purposeful cultures.” The importance of this 
connection at some business schools continues because, suggests Terence Mauri, Entrepreneur Mentor in Residence 
at MIT and London Business School, compassion is a fundamental virtue inherent in human existence rooted in a basic 
human need – the need to care.

His perspective is shared by Selin Kudret, Assistant Professor at Kingston Business School, who suggests that 
compassion entails the capacity to alleviate another’s suffering through noticing their need or pain, empathizing, and 
acting to alleviate their suffering. “Suffering may take many forms” she says. “The feelings of a mother leaving her sick 
child at home; losing a close friend to cancer; microaggressions at work; or the uncertain environment in the 
pandemic may all induce suffering that diminishes an individual’s potential to be their best self.”

Worryingly, as employee wellbeing suffers, so do organizational productivity and performance. Compassion, therefore, 
presents a unique opportunity to mitigate that suffering. In a bid to awaken compassion at work, Jane Dutton, 
distinguished professor emerita at Michigan Ross, concludes that compassion can be a natural and inimitable 
organizational resource for a sustainable competitive advantage when systemically built into organizational structures 
and practices. Organizations have the power to amplify individuals’ collective capacity for caring. Those which do so 
facilitate a psychologically safe, diverse, and creative culture that helps attract and retain talent and create greater 
stakeholder value. Organizations are increasingly observing this link and the value it can create, too according to Tim 
Sellick, Client Director at King’s Business School, who notices increased requests for programmes that address the 
weakening of the psychological contract between the organization and those they employ that has been influenced by 
the rise of the digital society.

David Weston, Chief Executive of the Teacher Development Trust and lead author of a new working paper on this 
subject, suggests, “while some people think culture is nebulous, there is, in fact, a robust association between results 
and how effective leaders create the right cultures for their workforce. This is not just about wellbeing; this is about 
the bottom line, and all leaders need to take it seriously.” Weston’s perspective is shared by Dan Morrow, Chief 
Executive Officer of Dartmoor Multi Academy Trust, who suggests now is the time for wise compassion. Deriving 
from Hougard’s matrix, he believes people can easily slip into a place of “caring avoidance” where they allow the sheer 
weight of shared negative experiences to allow empathy to, in fact, become a barrier to action. That’s not to say that 
empathy isn’t important; it is vital, according to Morrow.

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/reimagining-the-post-pandemic-organization
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/consumer-business/welcome-to-gen-z.pdf
https://www.henley.ac.uk/people/andrew-godley
https://www.henley.ac.uk/
https://www.henley.ac.uk/research/centres/henley-centre-for-entrepreneurship
https://www.henley.ac.uk/research/centres/henley-centre-for-entrepreneurship
https://www.terencemauri.com/
https://www.mit.edu/
https://www.london.edu/
https://www.kingston.ac.uk/staff/profile/dr-selin-kudret-394/
https://www.kingston.ac.uk/faculties/faculty-of-business-and-social-sciences/schools/kingston-business-school/
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj3sseggLXvAhUNfMAKHVL-DvEQFjAAegQIARAD&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.forbes.com%2Fsites%2Fbenjaminlaker%2F2020%2F04%2F14%2Fhow-to-be-more-compassionate-during-covid-19-crisis%2F&usg=AOvVaw05rjcSmttGUhTY6qjh6bkI
https://doi.org/10.1177/0002764203260211
https://awakeningcompassionatwork.com/
https://michiganross.umich.edu/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-tim-sellick-02a2843a/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-tim-sellick-02a2843a/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://www.kcl.ac.uk/business
https://twitter.com/informed_edu?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://tdtrust.org/
https://tdtrust.org/coi
https://twitter.com/MoreMorrow
https://www.dartmoormat.org.uk/our-trust-teams.html
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwioqaG7rrXvAhXMT8AKHTVrBUsQFjACegQIBRAD&url=https%3A%2F%2Fhbr.org%2F2020%2F12%2Fcompassionate-leadership-is-necessary-but-not-sufficient&usg=AOvVaw0ddX91aGJK4c8j_1_OGyFe
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“Perhaps we have changed ourselves as leaders in this time- so we must refocus on our core principles, reinvest in 
wise compassion as not just the attitudes of our culture but in the norms and behaviors that manifest from it, and 
take our people with us back into hopeful hearts with robust and tangible outcomes.” Claire Cuthbert, Chief 
Executive of the Evolve Trust, agrees. “For senior leaders, leading, motivating, and supporting staff can be a challenge 
at the best of times,” she says. “However, we are now seeing the impact of Covid that has exasperated this 
challenge. Educationalists are now coping with a wide range of issues and feelings, such as fear, anxiousness, and 
vulnerability. As leaders, we now need to be more empathetic than we ever have before and need to prioritize the 
emotional wellbeing of our staff, and specifically, the adoption of wellbeing-focused cultures.”

One industry that has historically made headway towards building strong company cultures focused around 
wellbeing and care for others is Hospitality. Companies that can embrace the same quality standards for their 
internal culture as for their customer service are set to gain in attractivity and performance. This is evidenced in the 
growing recruitment of hospitality specialists in other fields. Niched in Switzerland, Ecole hôtelière de 
Lausanne (EHL), traditionally known as the best hospitality university globally, has been named one of the top 5 
business schools in Switzerland according to QS rankings, suggesting that business education is becoming grounded 
by principles of hospitality, namely, service - a notion supported by Service Leadership expert and Bloomsbury 
author David Cobb. This is further evidenced by the fact that other industries typically recruit EHL 
graduates because of their service and customer experience: alumni hold management and leadership positions 
within financial institutions, luxury brands, travel and automobile, and many other service firms.

Sententiously, EHL Group CEO Michel Rochat has named 2021 the Year of Benevolence, setting an expectation to 
care for others, the wider community, and the environment, thus providing an example to students, alumni, and 
industry partners. “Leaders must be role models, inspire and coach. Today’s students will need to incorporate kind 
and compassionate leadership models in tomorrow’s workplace, and we aim to be that example for our students.” 
This is achieved through a stated teaching philosophy of savoir, savoir-faire and savoir-être, which means knowledge, 
know-how, and behavior. As such, curricula are predicated on the belief that leaders require a healthy balance of IQ 
and EQ to succeed, meaning motivation, empathy, creativity, teamwork, flexibility, and cultural awareness are 
integrated into the academic curriculum. 

And subsequently, learning experiences in and out of the EHL classroom are immersive, with a holistic approach to 
the student experience. As a result, pedagogy actively cultivates a virtues-based approach to leader development, 
which means teaching involves more than the transfer of knowledge. It encompasses campus behavior, interaction 
among students, staff, faculty, diversity among the community, participation in sustainability actions and committees. 
Here are some ways they’re doing that, that you can emulate. 

• Alleviate situations of high stress: The student applications and selection process was identified as a period of 
potential anxiety for candidates and replaced with motivation days centered around the candidate’s wellbeing. 
That comprises relaxation and good vibes rooms, relaxing music playlists, podcast series with student 
testimonials, tips on video communication and business etiquette, chatroom, icebreaker games, and virtual 
dashboards for the team exercises.

• Implement a service culture: First-year students complete practical training across all campus operational 
departments, allowing them to develop a service approach with real customers.

• Provide students and staff with opportunities to become involved with sustainable and solidarity actions: Staff 
can, for example, volunteer up to 8 hours on work time during EHL’s Solidarity Month initiatives.

• Implement training to improve overall wellbeing, such as mindfulness workshops and harassment prevention 
training for staff and students. 

“I sometimes worry when business schools cover topics like EQ,” comments Steve Ludlow, leadership 
development expert. “It’s often perceived by learners as ‘here is another tool to help you, be a better leader.’ 

Ultimately, you cannot teach compassion – it can only come from learning experiences that challenge 
mindsets and engage emotions.” 

He’s right. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/spludlow/
https://twitter.com/clairecuthbert9?lang=en
https://www.evolvetrust.org/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/topics/cldyk3vn979t/hospitality-industry
https://www.ehl.edu/
https://www.ehl.edu/
https://www.topuniversities.com/university-rankings/university-subject-rankings/2020/hospitality-leisure-management
https://www.forbes.com/sites/benjaminlaker/2020/03/09/service-leadership-is-the-new-servant-leadership/?sh=38971cd5f1cd
https://www.bloomsbury.com/author/david-cobb
https://www.bloomsbury.com/author/david-cobb
https://twitter.com/David_C_Cobb
https://www.ehl.edu/en/alumni
https://www.ehl.edu/en/alumni
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michel-rochat-ehl-group/
https://hospitalityinsights.ehl.edu/hospitality-skills-emotional-intelligence
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.leaqua.2019.101312
https://www.ehl.edu/en/admission-fees/admission-requirements/bachelor-admissions/application-deadlines-selection-abroad
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The approach of EHL is congruent with that of Cambridge University, the forefront of teaching excellence globally. 
Deputy Director of the Cambridge Judge MBA, Thomas Roulet, concludes, “With the pandemic, we have realised 
even more the importance of empathy for leaders and managers to understand the contextual idiosyncrasies faced 
by employees affecting their headspace, health and approach to work.” As such, Roulet has “integrated these issues 
into teaching at the Judge, which in particular, is so crucial for MBAs. So too has Sunitha Narendran, Director 
of Roehampton University’s Business School, which produces graduates highly sought after by employers in both 
private and public sectors because of their benevolence.

Consequently, therefore, a more informed, values-driven workforce with new views on work-life balance has never 
been more open to change. With it, however, comes an up-and-coming generation of consumers and employees – 
born into an era of personalization and empowered amid this crisis to exercise their ability to elevate their brands. 
For example, DARE - the global transformation consultancy - has seen a continued awareness from their clients of 
the importance of purpose, compassion, and connection. 

Make no mistake: The pitfalls for organizations have never been more profound, but the opportunities to attract 
impassioned talent and be a force for good – beyond the products sold and services delivered are abundant: it’s the 
difference that makes the difference.

mailto:evolvealliance@evolvetrust.org
https://www.cam.ac.uk/
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/faculty-research/faculty-a-z/thomas-roulet/
https://pure.roehampton.ac.uk/portal/en/
https://pure.roehampton.ac.uk/portal/en/organisations/business-school
https://www.dareworldwide.com/


Curriculum design is, broadly speaking, a “local interpretation of a nationally designated curriculum”, or 
how you interpret a designated curriculum in the context of your pupils. In other words, it is a way for 
teachers to plan instruction. When teachers design curriculum, they identify what will be done, who 
will do it, and what schedule to follow. Designing a curriculum isn’t easy. It is a complicated process 
that needs to be carefully thought through and involves much strategic decision making. Developing a 
strong curriculum takes time. It simply can’t happen overnight. I have been working on the Evolve Trust 

curriculum principles for a number of years now and we have developed a broader and evidence led 
curriculum. The children and their learning are at the core of everything that we do at The Evolve Trust. 

Our trust strap line  “Ambitious Futures” reflects our vision, in that, in order to prepare children as lifelong 
learners and global citizens, we must provide a curriculum that will go beyond the statutory content. Our curriculum is 
designed to take into consideration our children's varied backgrounds and cultural experiences; so we believe our children 
deserve a curriculum that does not narrow their life chances but expands them, enabling social equity and mobility.

The Bramble 
CurriculumSkills Holistic 

Approach
Knowledge Experience

Education in the 21st Century

The Evolve Curriculum 
with worked example by Claire-Marie Cuthbert

To summarise:

- Research on cognitive and schema development theory underpins our design with regular opportunities for knowledge 
revisits and retrieval;

- Knowledge and the capacity it provides to apply skills is a priority;
- Progression of content and concepts is clearly thought out, with clearly defined expectations for the end of each 

milestone.
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Vision for Curriculum - The Four Key Principles

As with all Evolve Trust Academies our curriculum principles underpin our core values.  The design of the curriculum 
reflects the overall trust vision and supports the Trust Curriculum Charter.  The Bramble Academy is committed to 
providing a purposeful and empowering curriculum that fully prepares learners for the next steps in their school career, as 
well as the challenges of the wider world.  A curriculum in which core literacy and numeracy skills are at the heart of all 
we do and in which children are engaged and excited to learn.  The curriculum is designed to recognise children’s prior 
learning, provide first hand learning experiences, allow the children to develop interpersonal skills, build resilience and 
become creative, critical thinkers.  Our curriculum embraces the community in which it is situated, recognising local 
history, heritage, geographical and business links and most importantly, the aspirations of all our children.  We have four 
guiding principles for our curriculum:
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- Reading is a priority as it is the key to unlocking the rest of the curriculum;
- It has breadth because narrowing the curriculum damages the life chances of all children but particularly the most 

disadvantaged.

1. Knowledge 

Recent research in the field of cognitive psychology has had huge implications in what we know about what makes effective 
teaching and learning. One such area of research is that which has explored the importance of a rich knowledge base in 
developing critical thinking. Critical thinking is a crucial life skill not only in careers but in day-to-day life.

‘Knowledge comes into play because if we want our pupils to think critically, they must have something 
to think about.’  Dan Willingham

Willingham’s extensive research in this area is a key cornerstone of our curriculum. The idea that a rich base of factual 
knowledge helps pupils to make connections and exponentially leads to further learning is at the heart of the design of 
each unit through the years. The framework for each year group details explicitly the knowledge that will be learnt and how 
this knowledge develops cumulatively throughout the unit. This is illustrated by the use of a knowledge organiser for each 
child and a threshold concept map for each teacher. 

2.  Skills

Once pupils have a broad knowledge base, they need to explore, practise and master skills to allow them to apply this 
knowledge in a meaningful way. It is of crucial importance to us that our pupils are clear on how content relates to real life. 
This is integral to pupils’ developing positive learning attitudes from the earliest stages of their education.

3.  Experiences

Pupil’s experiences are of paramount importance in the delivery of the Bramble Curriculum. It is these experiences that 
provide meaningful context to learning. In other words, it makes the learning ‘sticky’ and gives something for pupils to pin 
their developing understanding to.  These experiences are called “Bramble pledges” and they are core element of our 
curriculum.     These pledges provide experiences that enrich and complement each unit and offer teachers suggested 
educational visits that will ultimately enhance pupil understanding. These experiences also serve a different purpose- it 
allows our pupils, who come from differing backgrounds, equal opportunity to experience people and places that they may 
not have access to otherwise. Through these experiences, they will also develop key life skills that we too often take for 
granted- how to use transport systems, how to interact with others and how to conduct themselves in public- essential 
development of them as both students, but more importantly as active citizens in our society.

4.  Holistic Approach

In designing this curriculum, we have maximised the opportunity for pupils to make connections in content both across units 
and across year groups. This holistic approach is incredibly important for two key reasons: (a) learning acts as a catalyst for 
further learning as mentioned previously e.g. learning about the events of WW2 allows a better appreciation of historical 
narratives such as ‘The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas’. (b) It serves an important purpose for a pupil’s experience of their 
learning and their individual self- esteem. They are essentially able to ‘hit the ground running; in subsequent learning and 
they develop a positive self-image as both learners and as individuals. In addition to this, we aspire to develop ‘the whole 
child’ by providing pupils to develop not only as an academic but as an individual.

mailto:evolvealliance@evolvetrust.org


The Evolve Trust 
Andreas Schleicher Q&A Session on the 19th March 2021 

Review by Stephen Schmidt (DHT from Sept 2021 
in The Brunts Academy)

Meeting Andreas Schleicher - a Friday morning like no other I have experienced in 25 
years working in education! What a privileged way to begin official duties as part of the 
Evolve Trust. The excitement was palpable as soon as I entered the room where our 
meeting was due to take place. I could sense that Carl had his work cut out trying 
to keep Claire calm, who by her own admission had not slept a wink the night before. 
For the un-initiated,  Andreas Schleicher is a German born statistician who heads up 
the ‘OECD’s Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA)’. Testing is 
carried out every 3 years with pupils aged 15-16, across 79 educational systems across 

the world. Reading, comprehension, numeracy, and science ability are examined. New 
areas to be scrutinised include the assessment of pupils’ ability to problem solve, 

financial literacy, digital learning and how educational systems are preparing for 21st century 
thinking. ‘PISA’ also consider wider parameters of the educational systems that are responsible 

for the children in its countries. Evaluating a nation’s educational spend, average class sizes, teacher training methods 
and determining how effectively all the above impact on a nation's economic success.  

So, what did we learn? The first point of discussion was based on the impact of Covid and what the post-Covid 
educational landscape will look like. What are the most important considerations we need to make? This is not 
presuming we are completely home and dry, more ‘lockdowns’ may well follow. Now more than ever we need to focus 
on our children, many have suffered during our Covid ‘lockdowns,’ despite frequent media reports saying that 
children have not been affected by the outbreak. Whilst this may be true in relation to the impact of the Covid virus on 
physical health, it certainly is not when considering the impact on learning, mental health, and overall wellbeing. Andreas 
raised many interesting points in relation to this. Our quest for developing children to be critical thinkers, who are 
creative in their solutions to modern life issues, will never have more support from  parents and guardians. Many of 
which found ‘home schooling’ a challenge, I include myself in that. ‘Home Schooling’ two children, working from 
home and sharing an internet connection between the four of us provided many challenges. I know in years to come 
that many of the ‘MS Teams’ notification sounds will remind me of ‘lockdown’- not always in a positive way. We learnt 
that many of our families showed great resilience and overcame many barriers.  But what other useful elements can we 
take from this experience? How do we harness parental engagement going forward? Might it be worth asking 
how our parents found the experience? Is it worth, as part of any ‘catch up’ initiative, to include parents in our plans? 
Can we support parents who now want to be more involved in their child’s education? Can we harness some of 
the experiences they made tutoring their children? What worked for them, what did not? What was 
their child’s preferred learning style? What got their children motivated? How do we use ‘blended learning’ to our 
advantage? As Andreas points out: “We need to challenge our pupils and parents to be imaginative, to help them invent 
and link new knowledge to old thinking.” 
 
Andreas also raised the issue of increasing inequality in our schools, where our most disadvantaged pupils are likely to 
have fallen further behind their peers through no fault of their own. For a start: how well do we know our pupils in 
relation to their ‘gaps’ in knowledge? How will we use regular low stakes and summative assessments effectively to 
better know the needs of our pupils? What are we doing to provide opportunities for children to ‘catch 
up’? Literacy, in theory should have developed immensely over the past decades. We went from encyclopaedias 
to ‘Google’. Many of our disadvantaged pupils were given laptops and have access to endless sources of information, 
yet ‘PISA’ studies have found that literacy levels have remained unaffected. We must engage pupils in distinguishing 
facts from fiction and help them use technology appropriately. Pupils now have access to websites such as 
‘Senaca,’ ‘GCSE Pod’ and ‘Hegarty Maths’. They have also been given laptops and internet access for households where 
they may not have been previously available. Does this mean that families are proficient in using this technology? Many 
of our most disadvantaged pupils are not. Time spent eradicating some of these issues will form a sound foundation 
from which we can build future ‘blended learning’ capability. These concepts only scratch the surface of what we really 
need to work towards. It begins to help pupils gain skills and knowledge, but does it do enough to build ‘ambition’ and 
encourage ‘endeavour’? If we consider our ‘Evolve Trust’ pillars these two concepts require more attention. 
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Andreas’s philosophy on educational leadership covered many thought-provoking angles - 
“The most attractive places for children should be schools not shopping centres.” How do 
we turn this vision into reality? Effective leadership in schools plays a key part in this and I 
am not solely referring to SLT teams in relation to this point. Andreas makes this clear. No-
one can succeed alone! We need to “break habits” in adults and establish new rules for us 
to teach effectively. Everyone needs to consider how they can contribute.  What will be 
‘ones’ contribution to the system? To help staff contribute we need to consider “information 
flow”, providing opportunities for staff to share their ideas so that we can learn from one 
another, especially from our best teachers. We are encouraged to adopt holistic approaches 
that develop school systems from within.  These need to impact at school level, but ideally 
also on ‘trust’ practice and even on national educational policy making. 

Andreas raised the issue of many governments not having a long-term plan that 
is ambitious enough to promote greater thinking around the role of education in our 
society. Educational change takes time. Countries wishing to have a significant impact on 
creating relevant educational systems need to think about the next 10 years. The reality is that during this time many 
countries may see several ‘Ministers of Education’ in charge, each with their own political agendas, trying to shape the 
learning needs of the children it is supposed to serve. In Finland, Headteachers spend a whole term seconded to 
their ‘National Agency for Education’ to help guide politicians in policy writing that results 
in appropriate educational change for the good of its nation. World class educational systems have moved away from an 
education based on repetition, opting instead to cover fewer topics but in far greater depth. Such systems have complex 
ways of promoting thinking. They use project and product-based work that treats pupils as “co-creators of 
knowledge.” Pupils will need to be flexible and use transferable skills to succeed: “you cannot be what you cannot see” 
which alludes to the fact that many of the jobs our children starting out in education will do, have not been created 
yet, nor can we predict with certainty what the employment landscape will look like. Would it be worth considering 
having a ‘Minister for Education’ in the UK that does not represent a political party? An expert in education that 
can; put a clear and coherent 21st Century plan together, is given time to execute this plan and help restore a sense of 
real pride in education professionals. 
 
The last points Andreas raised during our conference alluded to just that: “restoring pride,” to working in education and 
the need for effective teacher training programs in support of this. We need teachers that help our pupils to 
become resilient and less afraid of failure. We need children to take risks and make mistakes from which they can learn 
from. Teachers need to get to know their pupils' passions and encourage them to develop a true love for 
learning. Teachers need to be enthusiastic and bring joy to the pupils they teach whilst creating an environment 
where pupils feel they belong, are safe and happy.  
 
So how do we do this? Establishing good discipline is important for teachers to teach and for pupils to feel free 
to; express themselves, contribute and learn. But it is a teacher's deep passion and experience of how to transfer 
knowledge in diverse ways that are even more vital. How do we help teachers realise their potential? 
Andreas highlighted Singapore’s educational system as beacon of good practice. Teacher training at the ‘National 
Institute of Education’ continues throughout a teacher's career, with staff spending 100 hours (about 2 weeks) there 
every year. Teachers develop as professionals through reflecting on their practice and being introduced to new 
methodologies in an ongoing well-timed process. They do so meeting teachers they originally trained with, resulting in 
strong alliances and effective collaborative practices. Similar practices happen in Finland where each teacher vacancy has 
on average 9 applicants. Teachers are interviewed in their second year of their teacher training and given tailored 
support to help them succeed. We must guard against teaching becoming unattractive. Andreas raised this issue in 
relationship to America where recruitment of teaching staff has become a real issue:  “The   commodification of 
teaching where parents are viewed as clients and pupils as consumers, resulting in an ‘input’ ‘output’ syndrome” is not 

helpful. In the UK we have the threat of administrative tasks to consider: “Perceived workload amongst 
teachers in the UK has increased due to teachers feeling a lack of empowerment. Staff have been too far 

removed from their ‘Core purpose’ in education.” 
 

There are many more fascinating insights in relation to what Andreas Schleicher advocates in relation 
to education. I would recommend doing some further research for yourself. I hope I have been able 

to convey some of what we were fortunate enough to experience during our meeting with Andreas. 
May it inspire you to develop your thinking of what could be possible, helping best prepare the 
futures for the children in our care. 
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